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Abstract-Cybersecurity is referred to as a set of techniques for
ensuring the integrity, confidentiality, and availability of
information. The core challenge of cybersecurity is to protect
computer systems from unauthorized access. Online learning,
which is a form of learning that occurs via the Internet, has
evolved over the past decades as an area of concern regarding
cybersecurity. While many educational institutions today are
implementing online learning, the security of such systems
presents unique challenges. Unlike face-to-face methods of
teaching which depends on physical structures to house them,
online learning is conducted via the Internet and accessed by
unlimited numbers of users. With online learning, education
can be facilitated from virtually anywhere and at any time
conveniently and affordably by virtue of the technology. This
paper presents a review of the most vital digital security
challenges present within the higher education environment
and it presents a security model for managing cybersecurity
threats in the online learning context.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in technology have altered our lives and
transformed the way in which we learn as students. Because of
its demonstrated efficiencies, technology has the potential to
play a major role in transforming the delivery of instruction in
educational contexts. Online learning makes extensive use of
interactive education technologies and participation by students
in live lectures, video conferencing, interactive small group
learning, and one-on-one tutorial (Czerkawski, 2016); further,
such instruction can be delivered and received at any time
subject only to the availability of Internet access for
participants.
Unfortunately, the popularity of the Internet has created
vast opportunity for cybercrime, such including property
crimes, identity theft, and fraud. Because online learning
fundamentally uses the Internet, information generated in this
context, notably personal or confidential information is
exposed to security threats. In response to increasing cyber
threats, researchers have developed several countermeasures
and solutions for improving security in online learning (GarcíaHolgado & García-Peñalvo, 2016).
Due to the broad
variability within online learning systems, a ‘one style fits all’

approach would not fit all contexts and provide security against
all cyber threats.
Given threat variability, this paper presents an approach to
understanding and managing cybersecurity in online learning,
starting with a review of the security challenges that are most
important in current and future online learning higher
education frameworks.

II.

CYBERSECURITY AND EDUCATION

Because of its demonstrated efficiencies, cyber technology
has the potential to play a major role in transforming the
delivery of instruction in educational contexts. Businesses and
researchers show significant levels of interest in understanding
how technology helps to create competitive edge for higher
education institutions (Anderson, 2016; Erevelles et al., 2016;
Mao et al., 2016). When technology is used properly, it
facilitates better teaching and learning processes for both
students and teachers.
Unlike face-to-face methods of
teaching, which depend on physical structures for a habitat,
online learning provides a potentially superior alternative to
face-to-face learning as it renders the “bricks and mortar” of
educational institutions theoretically superfluous. With online
learning, education can be propagated and received from
virtually anywhere and at any time because of the convenience
and affordability allowed by modern versions of technology.
In an online learning environment, encouraging
engagement and trust building are paramount, since both
synchronous and asynchronous communications are involved.
Synchronous learning involves instructional interaction in real
time (Moallem, 2015; Brierton et al., 2016; RockinsonSzapkiw et al., 2016), where virtual classrooms allow users’
comments to each other and to faculty to be instantly relayed;
learners ask and instructors (sometime enabled by artificial
intelligence routines) answer questions instantly. Online
conferences and chat rooms are two examples of synchronous
learning. In an asynchronous learning setting, communication
is shared outside the constraints of a 24-hour clock (Moallem,
2015; Brierton et al., 2016; Rockinson-Szapkiw et al., 2016),
learning can be accomplished even as learners are offline.
Email and discussion forums are two examples of how
asynchronous information sharing occurs in online learning.
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Learning relies on the quality of relationships of trust and
mutual engagement that users develop with and among each
other. Studies have acknowledged trust to be a key enabler for
knowledge sharing in online learning (Kuo, 2013; Ismail &
Hosseini, 2014).
Trust is having confidence in others with the expectation
that they will not disappoint one’s expectations (Sicari et al.
2015). In an online learning environment, users build trust
through familiarity and consistent, positive experiences (i.e.,
like getting to know others in the classroom).

III.

LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS SECURITY

Learning management systems (LMSs) are the main
component of online learning. LMSs are connected to the
Internet and are thereby exposed to various threats. A review of
literature shows that today’s LMSs that support online learning
do not adequately meet important security requirements (Hilmi
et al., 2011). These systems normally provide collaborative
learning experiences in their design but largely ignore security
issues (Hilmi et al., 2011). This limitation may lead to
unwanted circumstances that significantly affect online
learning processes, such as network penetration,
eavesdropping, unauthorized modification of data, hackers
gaining access to students’ information, non-availability of
personal computers or servers, and student falsification of
course assessments.
Public key infrastructures (PKIs) are essential to
eliminating the cyber threats posed to online learning systems.
PKIs ensure confidentiality, integrity, and authentication (CIA)
in organizations that are required to minimize personally
identifiable information exposure and manage the threat of risk
(Misra et al., 2016). In an online environment, traditional
password authentication, network perimeter security
protections, and access controls often prove inadequate. Data
traveling over the Internet must be protected by highly
dependable encryption methods like the PKIs.
A. Cybersecurity Threats in Higher Education
Higher educational institutions are often targets for
cyberattacks because of the vast amount of sensitive data they
transmit and manage. For example, in 2018, the United States
government charged nine Iranian hackers of orchestrating
campaign to access and steal millions of records of sensitive
information from over 300 American and foreign universities.
In 2015, the Harvard University system was breached,
although it remains unclear what information may have been
accessed by the hackers. Similarly, in 2015, Penn State
announced that their computer system was breached, with one
of the attacks dating as far back in 2012, which comprised theft
of the personal information of over 18,000 users. Among the
biggest cyber issues facing higher education institutions is the
intensity and persistence of cyberattacks that aim to steal
personally identifiable information (PII), disrupt schools’
ability to operate, and badly damage their reputations.
B. Social Media Sneaks
Today, cyber hackers infiltrate computer systems and
install a piece of malware that can provide them control of the

entire system and allow them to extract data. Social media and
the openness of the Internet has thus become a major problem
for higher education institutions. Hackers commonly gather
intelligence about a university students, faculty, and employees
and use this information to break into its computer systems.
With state-sponsored cyberattacks, these processes occur over
longer period, so they deploy a staff that spends a lot of time
performing reconnaissance on different universities. Higher
education’s institutions are not aware of the most sophisticated
methods that these hackers use to gather information. For
example, they identify a university’s IT staff with a LinkedIn
profile that lists their positions, job responsibilities, and the
software and hardware at which they are proficient. This
information gives cyber hackers valuable tips about an
institution's network systems. Higher education institutions
need IT professionals with sophisticated cyber forensic skills to
identify any unusual change to their systems.
C. Spear Phishing Threat
Spear phishing refers to an email spoofing attack that
targets an institution or its employees to gain unauthorized
access to sensitive data (Parmar, 2012; Gupta et al., 2017). The
introduction and use of social media have helped spear
phishing grow into a deceptive weapon with advanced
sophistication. With spear phishing, hackers research an
individual by name, place of work, residence, friends’ lists on
social media sites like Facebook and LinkedIn. With this
information, they craft a communication which includes links
or an attachment for download that looks appears legitimate for
that user’s consumption. Once the recipient clicks the link or
downloads the attachment, their computer system is
immediately compromised. These download attachments
introduce malware into the recipient's computer system, which
in turn helps the hackers steal passwords that can provide them
access to the institution network.
When the IT department first becomes aware of spear
phishing communication, they should immediately notify the
entire university through social media, university official email
accounts, or by any other means available. Employees who fall
prey to spear phishing attacks should immediately notify the IT
department, which will then provide suggestions and block the
infected account or computer.
D. Smartphone Risk
Students, faculty, and employees use a variety of devices to
connect to campus network systems. These devices are another
easy target for cyber hackers because they are not secure
compared to the institution’s systems. With its lesser
computing power and the user’s inability to install security
software because of the device’s limited memory, cell phones
(smart phones) are the worst security risk. Moreover, the
software hackers’ cost to hack phones and steal passwords and
other PII is very low (Burkart & McCourt, 2017). Physical
theft is also a major risk. If any member of a university system
loses a phone for any reason, the phone can end in the hands of
a hacker and provide that hacker with a means of entry in to
institution’s computer systems.
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IV.

SECURITY THREATS AND PROTECTION IN ONLINE
LEARNING SYSTEMS

According to Alwi and Fan (2010), the accessibility of the
system via Internet, users’ consumption of the service via
Internet, and payment of a service by the user are the three
main characteristics of online learning systems. Therefore,
management security approaches to protect against security
threats in online learning are the same as they are for other
electronic services. Some of the security requirements are
described below:

V.

ONLINE LEARNING SECURITY MANAGEMENT MODEL

Online learning is mainly dependent on information and
communication technologies. In an online learning
environment, information may exist in many forms, such as
written on paper or printed, electronically transmitted, or stored
(Alwi & Fan, 2010). Whatever means are required to share
such materials should always be protected to ensure the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data. The
following list recites the most serious threats to online learning
system:

A. Authentication
This process identifies the system’s users and their access
privileges. As such, authentication helps to prevent the cyber
attackers from accessing legitimate users’ accounts to view or
steal sensitive information, which could then be used to
perform unauthorized operations. Best practices regarding
authentication include (a) obligating users re-authenticate their
credentials at specified intervals, (b) requiring and enforcing
strong passwords, (c) biometric-based security that cannot be
duplicated easily or stolen, and (d) measures to prevent
credentials from being passed or stored in plain text (instead
employing secure socket layer —an encrypted link between a
browser and a web server).

●

Denial of service (DoS): Hackers attempt to make the
systems unavailable to the legitimate users.

●

Viruses: Software when executed replicates itself through
the modification of other computers programs and inserts
its own code.

●

Human error or failure: Employees make mistake or
cause accidents.

●

Unauthorized access: Persons illegally gain access into a
computer system or network.

●

Vandalism or deliberate acts of sabotage: Persons destroy
systems or information.

B. Access Control
This technique is realized during the authentication process
when users are granted necessary rights, such as access to or
privileges involving the systems and its resources. Access
control techniques perform authorization identification,
authentication, access approval and accountability through
login credentials including personal identification numbers
(PIN), passwords, electronic or physical keys, and biometric
scans.

●

Blackmail for information disclosure: Persons coerce or
threaten to reveal true or false confidential information.

●

Hardware errors or failures: hardware errors that cannot
be corrected by hardware.

●

Technological
hardware.

C. Confidentiality
In an online learning system, confidentiality is required to
ensure that resources including course materials, assignments,
and quizzes are available to students, faculty, and
administrators who possess rights of access—and only to those
who possess such rights. In this case, the user role should be
clearly defined and given privilege as per requirements.
D. Integrity
In an online learning environment, integrity is needed to
ensure that sensitive data and resources are available on the
system and can be modified by only authorized persons and
can be accessed only by users. For example, when students
register for a course, they should be able to view the course
materials when available. Only the instructor or authorized
person, such as a teaching assistant, should be able to modify
the contents for the course materials. To counter integrity
failures, authorization measures should be strong to keep
unauthorized users from altering information. Protocols should
be tamper-resistant across communication links.

obsolescence:

outdated

software

or

A review of literature provides descriptions of protection
for confidentiality and user authentication in online learning
systems (Figure 1).
Technological advances have provided educational
institutions with the ability to provide education to students in
various ways, including the use of online methods. Such
advances have also provided higher education institutions with
the ability to detect and respond to data breaches instantly.
Educational organizations create security management
programs so they can implement effective controls. Effective
online learning systems security depends on creating an
environment and organizational structure where management
understands and supports security efforts and encourages the
users to exercise caution (Yuryna et al., 2017). Security teams
should ensure that teachers, staff, students, and administration
are aware of their security and support roles and are willing to
accept the obligations, no doubt somewhat time consuming,
that come with change and improvement. Figure 2 presents the
process model developed for managing cybersecurity threats in
higher education online learning system.
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Figure 1. Online Learning Security Risks and Protections mechanisms

Figure 2. Cybersecurity threats process model in online learning (Adopted from Bandara et al., 2014).

Higher education institutions possess massive amounts of
data about students, faculty, donors, staff, research programs,
governmental information, and all manner of confidential
material, making them tempting targets for cyber hackers. The
risk of cyberattack increases with the emphasis on collegiality
and openness that universities and colleges cultivate,
demanding that institutions develop and enforce strategies to
protect important data. Facing cyber security challenges not
only involves software and hardware, but also an information
security staff and strategies designed to educate users on how
to protect networks and sensitive data both on and off campus.

VI.

CONCLUSION

Online learning systems present a unique challenge to
higher education because of their inherently cybersecurity
challenges. This paper reviews the most vital security
challenges that confront today’s online learning higher
education environments. Today, technology and education are
firmly intertwined. The promised benefits of this synergy may
be endless, but its survival depends upon successful response to
criminal onslaught.
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